
 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

            SIMWORX and SHELL V-POWER DJR PENSKE 

                           A winning combination 

           



The ultimate setup for professional driver training, the man cave or commercial entertainment 
centre, with racing in various formats of motorsport, from  Supercars, COTF, F1 to FIA GT3 and 
Rally,  the Simworx  SX02 V2 Motion Simulator takes motorsport simulation to a whole new 
level.  
Comes with screens mounted on the simulator or stand alone large format screens. 
For Professional motorsport use, as used by the SHELL DJR PENSKE Supercar team,  we 
recommend our Pro Series Specification Simulator found on pages 6 & 7 of this brochure 

Factory assembled and tested by Simworx 
SX02Msport Predator Alloy Chassis system 
Simworx whole of simulator V2 MSport Motion System 
Traction Loss axis 
Authentic seat position-raised pedal mount & lowered seat mount 
Motec style Digital Data Dash 
FANATEC V2.5 CSW Steering Box 
Z1 Telemetry Software included 
Automobilista and iRacing software installed (other titles can be installed) 
Online remote support facility 
SIMWORX Seat Mounted Bass Shaker & Amplifier 
Wireless Keyboard and Mouse 
Remote F1 style Keyboard Stand 
Sparco Style Race Seat  
Simworx Sequential Gear Shift 
Simworx Rally Handbrake 
Simworx GT V3 Load Cell Pedal Box 
Race Team paint -Race Team graphics 
Optional custom graphics and colour schemes 
3 x 27” LCD HD Widescreen Monitors or single 49” ultrawide 4k curved moitor 
mounted on the simulator 
Optional 43” to 65” LED displays on stand alone Screen Stand 
On board surge protected power board 
Dolby sound system with amplifier 
Long throw subwoofer built in to chassis 
Remote volume and bass control 
Anodized Aluminium panels and brackets  
Brackets and fittings finished in Carbon Graphite 
Options:- 
Accuforce Direct Drive Servo Steering System 
Accuforce Direct Drive Servo fitted with  Simworx CNC alloy steering wheel system 
Simworx Pro Series Billet Albins Supercar Sequential Shifter 
Simworx Pro Series gold slipring USB data module – (eliminates curly cord) 
 
 

SIMWORX Pty Ltd 
2/29 Hightech Place, Lilydale, Victoria 3140, Australia 
Tel. + 61 3 9739 5111 
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SX02Msport V2 Motion Simulator with 43” LED triple 
screen primary displays 

mailto:sales@simworx.com.au


    When designing a quality simulator a lot of components and software have to come together 

seamlessly to give the driver simultaneous cues for a realistic virtual racing experience. A 

simulator is only as good as the sum total of all of its parts working together , and we design all 

of our products with the driver in mind. Every component is designed, modified and tested till 

we are satisfied that it is as good as we can get it. 

As engineering and electronics has advanced and made a lot of technology more 

affordable, one of the cues becoming more accessible is motion. There are a lot of motion 

simulators in the marketplace, all are basically the same, using actuation that moves you up and 

down but none address the unique forces created by a racing car when traction loss, i.e. 

oversteer, occurs. We have analysed and engineered a unique solution to replicate that often 

neglected part of motorsport simulation. The SX02 V2 Motion Simulator ticks all the boxes when 

it comes to the seat of the pants driving. A successful simulation is about how everything feels, 

how your brain accepts all the cues provided and interprets them as a complete and realistic 

experience.   

         It’s not how far you move, nor about how many degrees of freedom you have. Rather, it’s 

how fast you accelerate that movement and the sensations interpreted by the brain. Simulators 

based on classic flight simulator motion systems are too big, cumbersome and change direction 

too slowly for most motorsport applications. Racing cars are totally the opposite to aircraft, with 

rapidly changing transitioning G Forces allied with the unrelenting acceleration and 

deceleration  and ever changing track surfaces with all of its bumps, kerbs, ripple strips however 

subtle they may be. Those aspects of racing car forces required a rethink on the way motion 

systems are designed and integrated in to a simulation package. Our system addresses the 

shortcomings inherent in traditional motion system design. The Simworx system is a whole of 

simulator motion system, not just a seat mover.  

We are always pushing the boundaries of what's possible, and by 

integrating the latest cutting edge technologies into our simulators, 

the continual development of every aspect of our simulator 

platforms guarantees a sensational package of state of the art 

virtual racing machines. They will never be obsolete as everything is 

upgradeable with future developments. 

Dimensions:  L 180cms x W160cms x H150cms 
Weight           : 180kgs 
Voltage          : 240V@3.5 Amps  870W  
                          : 110V@   7 Amps  800W 
 
Motion Actuation : 24V Dyadic High Speed Intel Electric Servo Actuators 
Operating System : Windows 10 

 
 

 

 

 

 

The SX02Msport simulator can be fitted with triple screen monitors 

mounted on the simulator for a smaller space saving footprint 



A No Compromises Approach 
      The Simworx V2 Motion System is a three axis high fidelity, 
high speed motion platform that intensifies the special forces 
found in a race car. Unlike typical motion systems, that are 
based on flight simulators,  that only move you up and down, 
or the simpler seat mover systems, the Simworx system is a 
no compromises motorsport approach that has a fully 
pivoting, seven point “live” platform and a dedicated actuator 
for oversteer that mimics traction loss at the rear of the race 
car.  
      Even subtle oversteer cues can be felt and corrected in this 
unique system. All the high speed actuators work seamlessly 
together to give feedback on cornering, bumps and ripple 
strips, oversteer, understeer and acceleration and braking 
forces. 
      Heavy duty "intelligent" electric servo actuators ensures 
high performance with absolute reliability.   
     We recognise the need for safety in the products we design 
and manufacture, so with that in mind we made sure there 
are no high pressure air or hydraulic cylinders, pumps or 
hoses in any of our designs and the motion system operating 
voltage is only 24 Volts DC, ensuring safety in any operating 
environment. 
Continual development of all of our products with top race 
teams and drivers ensures that our systems are always on 
spec and maintains its class leading status year in year out. 

A dedicated Motion System  
   designed for Motorsport 

World Class engineering from the team at Simworx sees a class 
leading motion system design utilising high speed actuators 
dedicated to replicating multiple motion axis. The stroke and 
speed of each axis are individually programmed and work 
independently of each other to create an unparalleled racing 
experience for motion systems in this class. The overall design 
allows us to manufacture a very compact motion system that is 
equally at home in your games room or in a commercial 
application. Unlike a simpler seat mover, this SX02M V2 Motion 
simulator moves the whole simulator, not just the seat for a truly 
immersive experience 

World Class engineering from the 
team at Simworx sees a class leading 
motion system design utilising high 
speed actuators dedicated to 
replicating multiple motion axis. 
The stroke and speed of each axis 
are individually programmed and 
work independently of each other to 
create an unparalleled racing 
experience for motion systems in 
this class. The overall design allows 
us to manufacture a very compact 
motion system that is equally at 
home in your games room or in a 
commercial or training application. 

                                  
A Variety of Steering Wheel Options are available 

 



  

 Our Systems are Full Customizable         
 

Using quality UHD widescreen displays with fast refresh rates we can configure 
a wrap around display that will create the most immersive experience that will 
leave you breathless.  

The Simworx SX02 simulator completely surrounds and immerses the 
driver, just climbing in will get your heart racing. Our standard “on board” triple 
screen displays features 3 x 24” or 27” widescreen HD LCD panels. For those 
wishing for an even more immersive set up we can supply anywhere from triple 
42” LCD screens up to a mind blowing 65 inch Triple Curved display setups, 
offering a massive 480cms (195 inch) of screen curving around your seating 
position for an unmatched immersive experience.   

This customised setup can provides a  1:1 scale car and cockpit without 
the need to scale up or zoom in the FOV, this results in the full car or dashboard 
being shown without cutting off the sides.  Sitting in a full size car also enables 
more accurate on track driving with an accurately scaled track width in relation 
to the car and cockpit scale.    

Small monitors in the past have slightly faster response times but by 
using larger energy efficient LED display panels, that issue has gone away and 
now are overshadowed by the training benefits offered by 1:1 scale visuals 
without the normal compromises. 

The other alternative we can supply is using VR 3D technology with 
Oculus Rift for racing titles that support it, such as iRacing, and Assetto Corsa. 
It is as immersive as it gets.  

The seating and pedal positioning and height is also now as per 
contemporary race cars, featuring a special raised pedal mounting system in 
conjunction with a lowered seat mounting system.  

Every simulator we manufacture is custom made to your specifications, 
no two are the same, talk to us about what your requirements are and we will 
have a solution.  

 

Adjustability and Safety 
Large display screens offer the luxury of being able to adjust the FOV in or 
out relative to the seating position, to suit every individual. We can 
customise your displays from 42" to 65" flat or curved screens for a massive 
surround vision experience. The Gaming PC powering the unit is mounted 
on its own dedicated mounting bracket behind the centre screen, which 
enables us to run all of the cabling out of sight. There are no unsightly cables 
running across the floor for you to trip over or for the dog to chew on, there 
is just one encased loom running down to the Simulator itself from the PC. 

42” LED Screens 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Telemetry Data software 

     Z1 data telemetry 

The Msport V2 Motion Professional Spec Simulator features the 
following Pro Series additions:- 
Designed specifically for Race Teams and Drivers 

 Servo Motor Direct Drive Steering system 

  Force Feedback Software 

 Billet Albins style Sequential Shifter 

 High end Steering wheels with push buttons & encoders 

 Quick Release hub with Lemo electric connector 

 Simworx Rotary USB module - eliminates Curly cords 

 Carbon Fibre Shift Paddles for GT1, GT3 or LMP1 

 Active Race Harness tensioning system 

 5 point SABELT Race Harness 

 Z1 Telemetry Software enabling data logging and review of lap telemetry with 
overlays 

 Competition Pedals with Hydraulic Cylinder activated Load Cell Brake system 

 3 x 43” 4K UHD Monitors 

 

 

 

 
Digital Dashboard scrolls  thru Multiple Displays 

    
Simworx Custom Steering Systems and Wheels with various Paddle Shift options are supplied 

 

         SIMWORX – Proudly supporting the SHELL DJR PENSKE Supercar Team   



 

 

 
 

 

 
Albins Sequential Shifter & Pro Wheel 

 
SIMWORX Quick Connect Hub with unique USB Connectivity 

 
Pro Spec Billet wheel with encoders & Data Dash 

 
SIMWORX V3 Pro GT V3 Hydraulic/Load Cell Pedal Box 

 

 
SX02Msport V2 Motion Pro Series - Actuators + seat belt tensioners + 

  

 
          

Large format monitors on stand alone screen 
mount system 


